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A leading provider of IT consulting services and c[..]

Securing, Managing, Analyzing the Mobile Environment[..]

Build secure and scalable web applications support[..]
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Quality App Development for Quality Clients: Push [..]

“We are the Desktop Cloud”: Workspot[..]

Committed To Providing the Best, Most Cost-Effect[..]

Helping Organizations to create memorable, human-c[..]

Protect your business from the mobile threats that[..]
Build secure and scalable web applications supported by innovative solutions, ingenious methodology and global delivery model: HiddenBrains

“Our portfolio ranges across diverse industries, companies, and geography with strict adherence to high quality and time.”

HiddenBrains InfoTech Pvt. Ltd is an Enterprise Web and Mobile Apps Development Company. With an industry experience of over a decade, HiddenBrains offers a plethora of client-centric services by enabling customers to achieve competitive advantage through flexible and next generation global delivery models.

HiddenBrains is an IT consulting and solution provider of next-gen business collaborates with customers throughout the world. With exceptional experience, comprehensive intelligence system across diverse industries and domains, the company works with customers to turn them into some of the most successful and high-performance Organizations.

Incepted in 2003, HiddenBrains is headquartered in Ahmedabad, India with a presence in Germany, Norway, and the USA. The commitment to quality and the spirit to innovate has made HiddenBrains serve over 2318+ clients across 107 countries with 75% client retention.

Redefining Organizations’ IT Needs

Larger the enterprise, more are the challenges. To implement large-scale tools that help enterprises in bringing different processes, people and data on one platform, enterprise solutions are developed. An organization may have multiple branches, a number of departments and different business processes. Real-time exchange of information also speeds up business functioning while optimizing performance.

ERP solutions are beneficial for creating a system that connects varied information-flowing channels to one common platform. HiddenBrains analyzes your business requirements meticulously and create or re-engineer best-suited enterprise solutions. The firm helps you with creating personalized on-demand enterprise solutions for a sustainable tomorrow for your business. It uses Microsoft and Open Source ERP tools for the best-fitting ERP solutions as per your vertical and business needs.

HiddenBrains’ IT, business services and solutions support clients who comprise the current world economy, right from small medium businesses to the most successful global Organizations. The firm’s stakeholders rely on it for innovative solutions, expertise and services in Web, Mobility, Gaming, Open Source frameworks, Embedded Services and IT Consulting. The company is growing by 150% every year and lately, won Deloitte Technology Fast 50 India Award 2013 for being the 25th fastest growing company in India.

HiddenBrains’ Areas of Expertise

IT Consulting: IT consulting is a holistic entity that has changed the face of businesses across various domains. With HiddenBrains’ proven delivery models and rich experience in converging business needs into IT systems, it offers a wide range of IT consultation.

Cloud Integration: Cloud integration is way easier than other models due to the ready middleware or software that reduces the effort and complexity involved in manual programming. HiddenBrains’ provides both on-premises to Cloud or Cloud to Cloud and Business-to-Business integration services.

Embedded Services: Facilitate high adaptability for newer technologies and reduce time-to-market to survive the competition. The company’s well-stratified methodology and technical expertise have aided many enterprises with the smartest and best possible embedded solutions.

Enterprise Solutions: Beneficial for creating a system that connects your varied information-flowing arteries to one common platform, the firm analyzes your business requirements and create or re-engineer the best-suited enterprise solution for you.


Gaming: To sustain the tough competition, you need unique games with the exceptionally high-quality user interface and user experience. Using technical expertise and knowledge of the industry, the company creates unique and interactive mobile games matching your needs.

Big Data: Big Data is a collection of large and complex data sets that no longer can be managed with on-hand data management tools. Analyzing your needs, HiddenBrains has a unique approach to critically analyze each piece of information and determine new directions, calculations, and intelligence.

Stellar Customers’ Testimonies

“HiddenBrains was referred to me by a trusted colleague who had recently used HiddenBrains to develop and launch an App. I was very happy with the response time and interest that was taken in my project (development of an iOS App) during the proposal stage.”

- Stephen W, United States

“I felt HiddenBrains was very professional and understood the issues I needed resolving. They have very up-to-date knowledge of the latest tech and ways of doing things. Lots of understandable quotes which allowed me to hone the development to a very usable product; they were very patient while I decided what I wanted.”

- Rupert S, United Kingdom

“HiddenBrains delivered an excellent iOS and Android application for us! After an extensive search for the right company to develop our mobile application, we choose for HiddenBrains because of their quick and professional response which directly showed their involvement and skillful attitude.”

- Kees H, Netherlands

The Visionary

Vishal Chawchharia, Managing Director, and CEO With a career spanning nearly 20 years and a degree in Mechanical Engineering, Vishal is the epitome of the new-age entrepreneurship in the emerging Digital India, who has catapulted HiddenBrains to be counted amongst one of the foremost IT Companies in India.

As one of the principal architects of HiddenBrains, Vishal Chawchharia has given the organization a new direction – creating enterprise value and accelerating revenue by finding new channels, foraying into new markets, innovative products & solutions. His leadership skills and innovative marketing solutions fuels from his passion for solving complex business technology challenges and creating a great working environment.

A mentor for young entrepreneurs, Vishal encourages teamwork, ‘out-of-the-box’ approach and innovation. He strongly believes that “Talent wins games, but intelligence and teamwork wins championships”.

“Our objective is to deliver robust, scalable, viable and quality solutions while adhering to a strict deadline.”